Information Technology Solutions

INVISION™ Motor Vehicle Registration
AUDIT CONTROL
The INVISION Motor Vehicle
Registration system removes the
guesswork of auditing and cash

INVISION Motor Vehicle is designed to

reconciliation. Controlling registration

meet or exceed State of Maine Bureau of
Motor Vehicle standards.

inventories, calculating and tracking
change that is due and tying out daily

Wizard based user interface makes Motor
cash are just a few of the ways that

Vehicle easy for staff to use and makes

our audit capabilities prevent the

even complex registration transactions

number one fear of every town or

simple.

city(FRAUD and THEFT!
Registration screens are designed to look
like actual registration forms so they are

MAINE STATE COMPLIANT

easy to follow and record information.

The Motor Vehicle Registration
module is fully compliant with all state

Strong cash reconciliation controls and

reporting and filing requirements. The
system is also designed to pass all

other strong audit functions make the

Technology for Local Government

Motor Vehicle system safe and secure to
use.

necessary information and reporting

For many cities and towns, the process of registering
to the state electronically.

a motor vehicle is among the most complex and time

Designed and written using contemporary

EASY TO LEARN

consuming tasks that is performed on a daily basis.

technology, INVISION provides public sector

The Motor Vehicle Registration

In addition to daunting state reporting requirements,

entities with a comprehensive software tool.

module utilizes a wizard system that

there are significant amounts of cash that need to be

INVISION emphasizes "ease of use" and is

accounted for and, more importantly, controlled. The

designed to help your staff serve your customers

INVISION Motor Vehicle Registration module is

quickly and efficiently. Architected and built

engineered to handle these transactions quickly and

directly by Northern Data Systems, INVISION is a

efficiently and to give you control where you need it

highly integrated yet modular system. Whether

most, at the point of registration. Motor Vehicle’s

you simply choose to do Motor Vehicle now and

graphical intuitive design simulates a registration form

add other INVISION modules later, you have the

right on the screen and guides the user through all

confidence that the entire system is designed to

phases of entering registration information.

work together.

guides users through the process,
which makes the system easy to
learn.
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